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INTENTIONS 
FOR THIS 
SESSION:

v10 outdoor learning 
practices for math teaching 
and learning
vwhy outdoor learning is 
important 
vhow place can inspire 
mathematical thinking
vK-5 student examples



CONTACT INFO

jnovakowski@sd38.bc.ca

on Twitter @jnovakowski38

on Instagram @janicenovakowski

http://bit.ly/reggioinspiredmath

http://blogs.sd38.bc.ca/sd38mathandscience/



WHY OUTDOOR LEARNING?
Many physical, social, emotional, cognitive and health benefits
Key research in this area is happening in BC through the Brussoni Lab (UBC) with Dr. Mariana Brussoni
https://brussonilab.azurewebsites.net/eco/

“coming to know” 
understanding is a “journey, a process, a quest for knowledge and understanding” with all our relations 
(Cajete, 2000, p. 66) and there are responsibilities attached to the application and sharing of this deep 
understanding

“Passion is lifted from the earth itself by the muddy hands of the young; it travels along grass-stained 
sleeves to the heart. If we are going to save environmentalism and the environment, we must also save an 
endangered indicator species: the child in nature.”
― Richard Louv, Last Child in the Woods: Saving Our Children from Nature-Deficit Disorder

https://brussonilab.azurewebsites.net/eco/
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/3210060


How might the teaching and 
learning of mathematics be more 

holistic and relational?

How might a sense of place be 
nurtured through the teaching and 

learning of mathematics?



NEW FNESC 
MATHEMATICS 
FIRST PEOPLES
RESOURCE (2020)

FNESC.CA



FIRST PEOPLES PLACE-BASED 
THEMES & TOPICS
Travel and navigation

Games

Land, environment and resource management

Nutrition

Dwellings

Seasonal cycles in relation to traditional ways of life

Place and relationship to the natural world

Balance

Sharing and generosity
from FNESC First Peoples 
Mathematics resource



MATHEMATICAL 
ADVENTURES FROM 
HAIDA GWAII
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Many canoes were left 
unfinished in the forest during 
the small pox era. The story is 
tragic, but it is a gift from our 
ancestors to be able to learn 
from them.. 

"

Making canoes is a skill that probably wouldn’t 
have been brought back if it wasn’t for these 
canoes out here. So our ability to learn from 
our ancestors goes well beyond just looking in 
museums and books. This is where you learn. 
When they started making canoes again they 
came out and they spent time out in the forest 
with the old canoes." 
Jaalen Edenshaw, 2009. 
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To build the 24 foot canoe, 
we had to do some back 
engineering to figure out 
how to build them, starting 
from existing older canoes 
that we found in the forests 
and in the museums. There 
were only a half dozen or 
so in museums. But there 
were also some in the 
forest in different stages. 
The ones in the forest gave 
us an idea about the order 
in which the canoe must 
be built. At the time when 
we were doing the 24 foot 
canoe there was nobody 
who had built one here, 
but there were people alive 
who had seen one built."
Guujaaw, 2009. 

"

You are an apprentice canoe builder working 
with one of the village¹s master carvers. In 
order to prepare for your apprenticeship 
the master carver has asked you to help 
design a 56-foot canoe. This means you¹ll 
need to learn as much as you can about bow, 
stern, and thwarts. A thwart is a structural 
crosspiece that provides strength and stability 
to the canoe. You visit the Canoe House to 
look closely at some canoes.

How many thwarts does Loo Taas Wave 
Eater canoe have? How many does Bear 
Awakening canoe have? Must all canoes 
have a specific number of thwarts? Do the 
number and placement of thwarts for Haida 
canoes differ from those for other canoes? Is 
there a mathematical relationship between 
the number of thwarts and the length of the 
canoe?

Your master carver calls you back to task on 
the enormous, 56 foot canoe he’s been asked 
to complete. You are asked to think carefully 
about an important aspect of canoe building: 
the ratio of the overall length of the canoe, 
compared to it¹s width, along the profile of the 
boat. A sample drawing is included for your 
study where you can see how a Haida canoe 
might look and measure after steaming.

You decide to use the measurements of the 
Loo Taas to help figure out where to place the 
thwarts. There are four thwarts in Loo Taas, 
but your new canoe will be so long, it will need 
5 thwarts. Use the table describing the Haida 
Canoes to help you decide where to place 
thwarts in your commissioned canoe. Calculate 
your desired canoe’s widths, at each of the five 
thwarts, so that your boat will have stability 
and speed similar to the mighty Loo Taas.

M
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atical A
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An unfinished canoe in the forest is a source 
of knowledge for today's carvers.



WHAT 
MATH 
LIVES 

HERE?
What do you notice?

What do you wonder?
What connections are you making?



MATHEMATICAL 
INQUIRY
PLAYING WITH AND
INVESTIGATING
MATHEMATICAL
IDEAS IN
UNEXPECTED
PLACES AND SPACES



MATH WALKS
vBegin with a general nature walk, setting 

expectations and safety boundaries
vFirst walk could be a math walk: What math do 

you see?
vRecord what students notice using

photographs or provide students with 
clipboards to record their observations

vMore specific walks may follow – a shape walk,
pattern walk, symmetry walk, fraction walk etc.

vCollect data on a math walk – how many 
different types of trees, birds, etc, can we see?

vVisit familiar areas over different seasons to 
notice changes and foster curiosity



What do you notice?
What do you wonder?
What math do you see?
What math lives here?



Where does 
mathematics live in 
this place?

What mathematical 
story does this 
place tell?



SIT SPOTS
vInvite each child to choose a sit spot that 

they will revisit over and over again.
vThis is a spot where they will sit calmly 

and use their senses to take in the world 
around them.
vSome sit spot times may include a 

notebook or clipboard for students 
to record what they notice.



ME AND MY SIT SPOT
BY LAUREN MACLEAN

https://mentoringnatureconnections.ca



NOTICE, WONDER, CONNECT

vDuring math walks, time in sit spots or 
visits to your neighbourhood or 
community, invite students to notice and 
wonder about what is around them.

vAsk students to make connections to
what they have noticed to enhance their 
wonders/questions. 
vProvide time for students to 

investigate their questions.





Where%do%we%see%math%outside?%

photographs)taken)with)the))
Kindergarten)students)

)in)division)12,)Byng)Elementary)

Where%do%we%see%math?%

photographs)taken)
with)the))

Kindergarten)students)
)in)division)13),))

Byng)Elementary)





Numbers(in(our(
Community(

photographs)taken)by)the)grades)1&2)students)
)in)division)9),)Byng)Elementary)

Pa#erns(in(our(Community(

photographs)taken)by)the)grades)1&2)students)
)in)division)9),)Byng)Elementary)





When%I%look%at%the%boats,%
%I%wonder%how%they%know%where%the%fish%are?%

Which%way%do%the%waves%go?%
I%wonder%how%they%catch%the%fish?%

How%fast%can%the%boat%go?%

Byng%Elementary%
Division%9%

Grades%1&2%
%

%
How%does%this%picture%

inspire%you%to%think%of%the%
story%of%this%place?%
What%stories%live%

%in%this%river?%
What%connec=ons%%
are%you%making?%





How does place inform your 
questions and inquiries?

How do the land, water and 
sky inspire mathematical 

thinking?





TREASURE HUNTS
vCreate a list of items for students to find 

outdoors.  Items could connect to your 
unit of study in math or reflect the 
season or place that you will be visiting.

vStudents could collect physical items 
and use them to create with or collect 
the items through photographs or 
drawn (clipboard).





Garden City, grades 2, 3 & 4

PLACE-BASED MATHEMATICAL INQUIRY:
WHERE CAN WE SEE AND CREATE MATH?





















OUTDOORS-INDOORS
vWhat different ways can you bring the outdoors 

in? How can you bridge the outdoors and 
indoors?

vUsing photographs as a way to recall and refer
to outdoor learning experiences.

vCreate an observation window with a pair of
binoculars and a clipboard for observations.

vOnly keep materials from the outdoors inside 
for short periods of time and then return them 
outside so they can continue to be part of a 
natural cycle.
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HOW DO 
PLACE, STORY, 
CULTURE AND 

MATH 
INTERSECT?

BC K-12 Mathematics Curricular Competency:
Engage in problem-solving experiences 

that are connected to place, story, 
cultural practices, and perspectives 

relevant to local First Peoples 
communities, the local community, and 

other cultures





Dr. Jo-ann Archibald
The Story of Lady Louse





WHAT EVIDENCE OF LEARNING WAS CAPTURED?

photographs and videos of stories

class discussions and sharing of stories



RIVER STORIES:
What math lives here?
grades 1&2 Spul’u’kwuks Elementary

Teacher Katherine Myers and her 
grades 1&2 class have been raising 

salmonids in their classroom and 
learning about the salmon’s habitat 

and life cycle. 

After listening to Dr. Jo-ann Archibald 
share the story of Lady Louse, students 

considered different types of story 
structures. Students were invited to create 

and develop their own stories, focusing 
on a problem or issue that could be 

explored through mathematics. 

District teacher consultant 
Janice Novakowski
collaborated with the teacher 
and students to think about 
where math lives in stories and 
how stories can help us “act 
out” and think about 
mathematics in context. 

1 RIVER STORIES:
What math lives here?
grades 1&2 Spul’u’kwuks Elementary

As students created and told 
their stories, teacher Katherine 
Myers recorded the math that 

was emerging and being 
investigated through the 

students’ stories connected to 
place. Many connections were 

also made to Core Competency 
development such as 

collaboration, communication, 
social responsibility and creative 

and critical thinking.

As a follow-up to the math storytelling learning experience, the 
students created their own wet felted story mats, planning and 

designing a local place-based setting for more math stories to come! 

What math was 
developed,  practiced 
and investigated during 
the storytelling?
• Estimating
• Counting
• Adding
• Subtracting
• Sharing
• Grouping
• Measuring

2



LAND ART
vWhen outdoors, notice what materials 

are “natural debris” especially after a 
storm. 

vInvite students to create ephemeral art 
using found natural materials. 
vChoose a math idea (pattern, spiral,

shape, symmetry) for inspiration.
vHow might students add to each 

other’s land art? 



LAND ARTISTS
Andy Goldsworthy
Allison Tyler
(Instagram @allisonrtyler)
James Brunt 
(Twitter @RFJamesUK)







finding and 
creating 

mathematics 
outdoors



finding and 
creating 

mathematics 
outdoors







LOOKING CLOSELY
vInvite students to slow down and look 

closely at plants, trees, insects, etc to 
notice details such as texture, patterns, 
colour, shape, and size.

vStudents can use tools to support them
such as magnifying glasses, loupes, 
digital microscopes, measuring tools.

vInvite students to record their 
observations with labelled drawings.



GO BAGS
vA backpack with general outdoors 

equipment as well as some math specific 
tools and supports. It is ready to go 
outside whenever you are!
vTwine, scissors or safety knife, 

carabiners, clips, small tarp, baggies, 
tissues, hand sanitizer, wipes, bandaids.

vMini clipboards, pencils, rain 
notebooks, magnifying glasses, pair of 
binoculars, small digging tools.

vField guides, measuring tools.



IN THE FOREST…



AT THE BEACH…



ALONG THE RIVER…



IN THE GARDEN…



FIELD GUIDES
vHave students use field guides as a text 

type to read for information and to 
identify species.

vInvite students in partners to use a field 
guide to identify as many species as 
they can in a particular place.

vHow does mathematics help us identify 
species? (size, shape, symmetry, pattern)

vCollect measurements and observations 
to create a field guide of an area near 
your school.







FIELD GUIDE RESOURCES

Indigenous plant cards    BC Tree Book     Folding field guides            Species cards
strongnations.com outdoorlearningstore.com Habitat Conservation Trust Foundation

https://resourceroom.hctfeducation.ca/collections
/field-guides-keys-cards
(English and French)

https://resourceroom.hctfeducation.ca/collections/field-guides-keys-cards


10 OUTDOOR LEARNING PRACTICES
WITH A FOCUS ON MATHEMATICS

1. Math Walks
2. Sit Spots
3. Notice, Wonder, Connect
4. Treasure Hunts
5. Outdoors-Indoors

6. Land Art
7. Looking Closely
8. Go Bag
9. Field Guides
10. 



STUDIO EXPERIENCES
vConsider what materials and tools you 

will offer for making and creating math 
outdoors.
vNatural clay, natural pigment inks 

and paints, twigs, leaves, stones, 
grasses, flower blossoms, shells

vHow do quantity, size, patterns, shapes, 
and symmetry found outdoors inspire 
math making and creating?



STUDIO 
PRACTICES

encounters with materials

polysensorial, embodied experiences

the movement of making

process focus

thinking through and with materials

connection and collaboration

provocation

opportunities to improvise and relaunch

composition and installation



How does place inform your 
questions and inquiries?
How does place inspire 
mathematical thinking?
What materials can you 

create math with?





THE OUTDOORS STUDIO WAGON



















BC REGGIO-
INSPIRED 

MATHEMATICS 
PROJECT

Connecting Story and Math Outdoors
Garry Point, April 30 2022



CONNECTING 
TO PLACE

What stories are a part of this 
place?
How has this place changed over 
time?
How might we use mathematics 
to understand this place?
How does this place inspire 
storytelling?
What questions come up for you? 
How could we use mathematics to 
investigate those questions?

#BCreggiomath



DRIFTWOOD
• What stories could 
driftwood tell? Where 
have they travelled? 
What have they seen 
and experienced?
• What shapes and 
patterns do you see in 
driftwood?
• How could a piece of 
driftwood be 
transformed? To an 
object, setting or 
character?



when driftwood 
and clay meet



HORSETAIL
Horsetail is a perennial plant of the 
genus Equisetum and is the only living 
representative of the very ancient and 
primitive class Sphenopsida, tree-sized 
members of which were prominent in 
the land vegetation of the Carboniferous 
era (353-300 million years ago). Because 
of its high silica content, it is often used 
as an abrasive cleaning tool.
~ The Canadian Encyclopedia

What stories might live among 
the horsetails?
What do you notice about the 
horsetail? 
• Size, shape, symmetry, 

pattern? #BCreggiomath



WHEN THE 
TIME OF THE 

DINOSAURS IS 
INVESTIGATED



MAPPING &
MATERIALS
How do you see a place?
How could you create or draw a 
map to represent this place?
What materials might you find 
outdoors to create a map with?
How does mapmaking connect 
your thinking about 2D and 3D 
shapes?
What do we need to consider 
about size, scale and perspective 
when mapmaking?
What stories might be hiding in 
places, spaces and their maps? #BCreggiomath



THINKING ABOUT SIZE, SCALE AND 
SHAPE AS WE MAP THIS PLACE 

WITH FOUND MATERIALS



10 OUTDOOR LEARNING PRACTICES
WITH A FOCUS ON MATHEMATICS

1. Math Walks
2. Sit Spots
3. Notice, Wonder, Connect
4. Treasure Hunts
5. Outdoors-Indoors

6. Land Art
7. Looking Closely
8. Go Bag
9. Field Guides
10. Studio Experiences



TO 
CONSIDER

What math to math, math to self 
and math to world connections 
are you making?

In your context, what spaces and 
places can you see possibilities 
for supporting students in 
making connections to 
mathematics? 

What outdoor learning practices 
might you try?



THANK 
YOU!

jnovakowski@sd38.bc.ca

on Twitter @jnovakowski38

on Instagram @janicenovakowski

http://bit.ly/reggioinspiredmath

http://blogs.sd38.bc.ca/sd38mathandscience/


